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ABSTRACT 

This work identifies the existence of economies of scale and scope for Brazilian 

complementary pension funds via quantitative tests on the administrative database 

from the Ministry of Social Security. A literature review and descriptive statistics of 

the database will be presented, as will a theoretical model for the existence of 

economies of scale in complementary pensions, the quantitative methods used, its 

results and the normative implications. Econometric results show that economies of 

scale in Brazilian complementary pensions are stronger than in the rest of the world. 
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1. Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to identify the existence of economies of scale 

and scope in Brazilian complementary pension funds via a set of quantitative tests. 

The current study can provide a background for shaping the design of the policy for 

complementary pensions in Brazil in order to generate the appropriate incentives to 

transfer the economies of scale to participants (i.e., those who either contribute or 

receive a benefit from the pension fund). This in turn would imply a reduction in the 

administrative costs, as well as an increase in the value of benefits.1 The size of 

complementary pension funds in Brazil is high for an emerging economy, with total 

assets accounting for 14% of GDP. This amount is an additional motivation for 

investigating the specific characteristics of the sector. 

Economy of scale is defined as a reduction in average costs as production 

increases. The other relevant concept used in this paper is economy of scope, which 

happens if the total cost for one single firm supplying two different products is 

smaller than that of producing each one of the two products in two separate firms. As 

an example regarding Brazilian complementary pension funds, it could be cheaper 

having one pension fund offering two distinct plans than creating a new pension fund 

to manage a new pension plan.  

Economies of scale and scope can benefit the participants as they generate a 

reduction in administrative costs, which could imply a decrease in administrative fees 

and an increase in benefits. According to calculations made by the author, a 1% 

reduction in administrative cost rate implies an increase of 16% in the total assets 

accumulated over 30 years.  

The novelty of this work is threefold. Firstly, as far as the author is concerned, 

it is the first one to empirically investigate the occurrence of economies of scope in 

pension funds. Secondly, it is also the first to create a theoretical model to explain the 

presence of economies of scale in complementary pension funds. Finally, it is the first 

                                                      
1
 MPS (2008) and MPS (2011) are recommended reading for an understanding of the 

normative rules that regulate complementary pensions in Brazil. For a more in-depth 

knowledge one should read the following legislation: Brazil (1977), Brazil (1978), 

Brazil (2001a), Brazil (2001b), Brazil (2009a), Brazil (2009b) and Brazil (2012).  
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to have made an econometric investigation into the existence of economies of scale 

and scope in complementary pensions in Brazil.  

Papers in the international literature have already investigated the presence of 

economies of scale in complementary pensions in the USA, Holland, Australia, 

Canada, Singapore and Sweden. However, none of them have either investigated the 

occurrence of economies of scope or provided a theoretical model for the economies 

of scale for pension funds.  

Caswell (1976) is the first paper on the topic. It analyzed the impact of scale 

on USA pension plans in 1969 and 1970 and found an elasticity in the administrative 

cost to the number of participants of 0.8. This coefficient shows the existence of 

economies of scale as total administrative cost grows proportionally less than 

participants, which is the variable considered as output. 

Mitchell & Andrews (1981) used as their database a cross section of American 

pension funds in 1975. The authors assumed two products: participants and assets. 

Results showed economies of scale when the elasticity of participants was 0.56 and of 

assets was 0.27.  

Hsin & Mitchell (1997) modeled a stochastic cost frontier for American 

pension plans. Results pointed to the presence of economies of scale for both 

participants (elasticity of 0.74) and assets (elasticity of 0.49). 

Bateman & Mitchell (2004) presented evidence from Australia. They found 

elasticity of 0.4 and 0.5 for participants and assets respectively. The Dutch case was 

analyzed by Bikker & Dreu (2009) in an unbalanced panel from 1992 to 2004. The 

elasticity of participants was estimated as 0.64. Finally, Bikker, Steenbeek and 

Torrachi (2012) found elasticity of 0.67 (participants) and 0.19 (assets).  

There are studies for other countries that show the occurrence of economies of 

scale via descriptive statistics. They are Björkmo & Lundbergh (2010) for Sweden 

and Koh, Mitchell & Fong (2008) for Singapore.  

This article is divided into four additional sections in order to provide the 

empirical and theoretical fundamentals. The second section presents descriptive 

statistics. The third describes a theoretical model for the existence of economies of 

scale in complementary pensions. Section 4 presents the econometric methods and 

results. The two last sections go on to describe normative implications and 

conclusions.  
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2. Descriptive Statistics for Complementary Pension Funds in Brazil  

The statistics presented in this paper are based on data kindly provided by the 

Secretariat of Complementary Pensions (SPPC) of the Brazilian Ministry of Social 

Security (MPS). Data refer to the period of 2010-2011. There were 277 closed 

pension funds (CPF) in Brazil in 2010 and 271 in 2011.2 The total amount of CPFs 

was 283 in the biennium. However, just 265 operated simultaneously in 2010 and 

2011.  

The distribution of the total number of participants (active workers, retirees 

and survivors) by CPF is a signal of the presence of economies of scale. Only 8% of 

CPFs have fewer than 1,000 participants and only one CPF presents fewer than 100 

participants. This can be seen as an indication of the occurrence of a minimum scale 

for the viability of the sector. Another important datum is the small participation of 

complementary pensions in Brazil. There were 67 million participants in the basic, 

public, compulsory, pay-as-you-go financed pension regime, whereas there were less 

than 500,000 people affiliated to CPFs in 2011. Considering these two factors 

together (low presence of CPFs regarding the total number of participants in the 

Brazilian population and the negligible portion of small CPFs) points to the fact that 

incentives for the creation of CPFs that are multi-sponsored (i.e. that are jointly 

financed by different firms) can boost the coverage of complementary pension funds 

in Brazil.  

Table 1 – Distribution of the Quantity of Participants Among CPFs: 2010-2011 
Quantity of Participants 2010 2011 

0 -| 100 1 1 

100 -|500 11 12 

500 -| 1.000 10 9 

1,000 -| 2,500 38 33 

2,500 -| 5,000 45 45 

5,000 -| 10,000 57 54 

10,000 -| 20,000 42 40 

20,000 -| 30,000 30 29 

30,000 -| 40,000 7 9 

40,000 -| 50,000 9 9 

> 50,000 27 30 

Total 277 271 

                                                      
2
 A closed pension fund in Brazil is one that can be joined solely by the employees of 

a specific firm or by those affiliated to a union that created a pension fund for its 

employees or affiliates.  
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Average  20,744 22,139 

Maximum 474,416 492,111 

Minimum 56 56 

Source: SPPC/MPS 
Elaboration: author 

 

Despite having a small number of participants compared to Brazilian 

population dimensions, the assets of CPFs are meaningful. The average total assets of 

CPFs in 2011 was BRL 2.1 billion (USD 1.3 billion). 3  The biggest CPF had total 

assets in 2011 that were greater than BRL 155 billion (USD 92.6 billion). The per 

capita asset for each participant was BRL 96,000 (USD 55, 000) in 2010 and BRL 

102,000 (USD 61,000) in 2011. This is a high number considering that per capita 

GDP in Brazil was at around USD 12,000 in this period.  

Table 2 – Distribution of CPFs by Assets in BRL in 2011 Deflated by IGP-DI: 2010-2011 

Asset Value 2010 2011 

0 -| R$ 50 million 31 31 

R$ 50 million -| R$ 200 million 67 63 

R$ 200 million -| R$ 500 million 62 60 

R$ 500 million -| R$ 750 million 27 22 

R$ 750 million -| R$ 1 million 22 21 

R$ 1 billion  -| R$ 2 billion 31 37 

R$ 2 billion -| R$ 3 billion 8 9 

R$ 3 billion -| R$ 5 billion 14 13 

> R$ 5 billion 15 15 

Total 277 271 

Average           
2,117,968,990  

        
2,114,355,924  

Maximum     
165,828,506,845  

   
155,635,099,742  

Minimum                  
6,706,247  

                
5,446,643  

Source: SPPC/MPS 
Elaboration: author 

 

The figures show a great dispersion considering the ratio of administrative 

expenditure to assets of CPFs. On one extreme side of the distribution, less than 10% 

of CPFs have a ratio that is lower than 0.25%. At the other extreme, more than 10% 

have a ratio that is bigger than 2%. Regarding the impact of administrative costs on 

                                                      
3
 The average exchange rate of Brazilian Reais (BRL) to USD was 1.7594 in 2010 and 

1.6742 in 2011.  
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the total accumulation of assets, it is essential to increase the efficiency of 

administrative costs.  

Table 3 – Distribution of the Ratio Administrative Cost/Investment by CPF: 2010-2011 

Ratio Administrative Cost/Asset 2010 2011 

0 -| 0.25% 23 25 

0.25% -| 0.50% 71 64 

0.50% -| 0.75% 57 59 

0.75% -| 1.00% 37 33 

1.00% -| 1.50% 45 38 

1.50% -| 2.00% 16 18 

> 2.00% 28 34 

Total 277 271 

Average  1.07 1.15 

Maximum 9.88 17.07 

Minimum 0.07 0.06 

Source: SPPC/MPS 
Elaboration: author 

 

The following basic statistics corroborate in Brazil the same empirical 

relations found in other countries: administrative expenditures grow jointly with the 

total number of participants and assets but less than proportionally. Section 4 makes 

the analysis more sophisticated and confirms the results for gains in scale via the use 

of appropriate econometric technics.   

The table below shows positive correlations between administrative 

expenditures and the quantity of participants and between administrative expenditures 

and total assets. This was expected as cost is an increasing function of products. The 

following step is to try to identify if these basic statistics confirm the occurrence of 

economies of scale for each of the products, which are participants and assets. The 

correlation that is capable of indicating this phenomenon is, on the one hand, that 

between participants and average administrative expenditures and, on the other hand, 

the correlation between total assets and the ratio of administrative 

expenditures/Assets. Both are negative for the biennium as presented in the table 

below, which is evidence of economies of scale as average cost decreases as product 

grows.  

Table 4 – Variable Correlations Matrix 
 Participants Assets 

Administrative Cost 0.81 0.88 

Administrative Cost/Participant -0.14 N.A. 
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Administrative Cost/Asset  N.A. - 0.10 

N. A.: Not applicable  
Source: SPPC/MPS 
Elaboration: author 
 

 

The figures below allow a better interpretation of the results found in the 

previous table. Data are shown in logarithmic scale in order to facilitate the 

visualization of the behavior of average administrative cost in relation to each product 

in a conventional format of an average cost curve.  
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An average cost curve as a quadratic function was estimated in both cases due 

to the traditional U shape format of an average cost curve. One can observe in both 

figures that the parabolas were exhibiting only their decreasing sections. This is a 

strong signal of economies of scale for the entire domain of the data. Under the 

hypothesis of the existence of an optimum scale, it is expected that the estimated 

parabolas will reach a minimum point and that they will become upward sloping 

afterwards. In such a case, diseconomies of scale should be found if total products are 

bigger than the optimal scale.  The figures above do not provide evidence for 

diseconomies of scale.  

 

3. Theoretical model  

This section presents a theoretical model for economies of scale in CPFs in 

Brazil. It is assumed that a CPF offers two products. The first one is a financial asset 

as a CPF has to accumulate assets in order to pay out future pensions. The second is 

participants, as a CPF must meet their needs. CPFs must use inputs like their own 

staff, lawyers, actuaries and computers in order to produce their two outputs: assets 

and participants. 

The theoretical basis is a differentiable production possibility frontier (PPF) 

with two outputs – assets and participants- and one input of administrative factor in 

the way that is expressed in equation (3.1) 
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���, �, �� = 0...                                                                  (3.1) 

 

Where W is assets, Y participants and X the administrative input. 

It is supposed that a retiree or a survivor bring a higher administrative cost 

than an active worker because judicial demands tend to be more probable for those 

receiving a benefit, there are costs for processing and maintaining benefits, and 

retirees usually make a bigger demand on customer service etc. Therefore, the 

variable Y can be treated as a differentiable function of participants that are active 

workers, on the one hand, and beneficiaries (retirees and survivors), on the other 

hand, as expressed in equation (3.2). 

 

� = 
���, ��...                                                                (3.2) 

 

Where ��  stands for active workers and  � for survivors and pensioners. It 

is also supposed that the difference in services for each of these groups implies that: 

 

����

�����
≥

����

�����
...                                                           (3.3) 

 

From (3.3), one should accept the use of scales of equivalence between �� 

and � for generalizing the aggregation of active workers and pensioners in such a 

way that the whole is not simply the linear unweighted sum of the parts, i.e., functions 

where � ≠ �� + �	are feasible. This technique has been used in other circumstances. 

For instance, Scholz, Seshadri and Khitatrakun (2006) aggregated one family 

as�� + 0.7���,�, where A stands for adults and C for children. Regarding the current 

paper, it is not necessary to assume one specific scale of equivalence between �� 

and	�. Hypothesis (3.3) suffices. Considering this assumption, the elasticity of 

administrative inputs for pensioners is bigger or equal to the elasticity of 

administrative inputs for active workers. Mathematically speaking - by the chain rule 

- the previous statement is expressed by inequality (3.4). 

 

� �� 

����

����

�����
≥

� �� 

����

����

�����
...                                                  (3.4) 
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The next step is the definition of the elasticity of scale of the PPF represented 

by (3.1). By definition, economies of scale happen if the use of inputs grows 

proportionally less than outputs. If inputs and outputs grow at the same proportion 

there are constant returns to scale. Finally diseconomies of scale are observed if 

inputs grow proportionally more than outputs. Elasticity of scale will be defined 

analogously to Coelli et al. (2005): 

! =
��� 

���"
+
��� 

����
...                                                      (3.5) 

 

Where ! stands for elasticity of scale. The economic interpretation for (3.5) 

is that it measures the impact of a proportional and simultaneous increase in outputs 

W and Y on input X. From (3.5), one can say that economies of scale happen if ! is 

smaller than 1; there are constant returns to scale if ! is equal to one and, finally, 

diseconomies of scale if ! achieves a value that is greater than 1.   

The practical implication of assumption (3.3) and definition (3.5) is that 

elasticity of scale varies according to the category of participant that increases, i.e., 

whether the growth came from either active workers or pensioners. Economies of 

scale are bigger in those CPFs where the participation of active workers is greater. In 

other words, we should assume two identical CPFs at the initial moment. Afterwards, 

both have the same increment in the total number of participants. However, in one of 

them the growth was biased towards active workers, while in the other the growth was 

biased towards pensioners. In these circumstances the elasticity of scale is different 

despite the same increment in the total number of beneficiaries. The CPF whose 

growth was biased towards pensioners has a greater elasticity of scale than the other. 

In sum, CPFs whose participants are older tend to present a bigger elasticity of scale.  

In the sequence, there will be a presentation of a concrete example in order to 

illustrate the general proposition expressed previously. Assume a PPF exemplified by: 

 

� = �# + �� + $���%...                                                  (3.6) 

 

Where α>1, β>1 and 0<θ<1.  This PPF has the characteristics described in 

both equations (3.1) and (3.2): there are two outputs (assets and participants), 

although the latter is not represented by an unweighted linear sum of the parts. Using 
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algebraic function (3.6), it will be shown that an increase in pensioners has a greater 

impact on elasticity than an increase in active workers.  

Let !�� and  !��  stand for the elasticity of inputs to pensioners and active 

workers respectively.  In this sense, 

!�� =
� 

���

��

 
=&�� + $���%'(�

��

 
�...                                         (3.7) 

 

 

And 

!�� =
� 

���

��

 
=&�� + $���%'($�

��

 
) =&$�� + $���%'(�

��

 
�...                   (3.8) 

 

Thus, the elasticity of inputs in relation to the total number of participants is 

given by the sum of (3.7) and (3.8) and is equal to: 

 

!�� + !�� = 
%���)*���+,-

 
�� + $��� = 

%���)*���+

 
...                          (3.9) 

 

It now needs to be proved that the impact on elasticity of an increase on �  

is bigger than on ��, i.e., 
��./0)./1�

���
>

��./0)./1�

���
 . Indeed, 

3�!�� + !���

3�
=
&4�� + $���%'(� − &�� + $���%&�� + $���%'(

�4
= 

 

=
%6���)*���+,-[ '���)*���+]

 6
...                                             (3.10) 

 

3�!�� + !���

3��
=
&4�� + $���%'($� − &�� + $���%&�� + $���%'($

�4
= 

 

=
*%6���)*���+,-[ '���)*���+]

 6
...                                       (3.11) 

 	

  Substituting the value of X given by equation (3.6) in equation (3.10), one 

gets: 

 

��./0)./1�

���
=		

%6���)*���+,-"9

 6
...                                      (3.10’) 
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Doing the same substitution process of equation (3.6) in (3.11), it is seen 

that: 

��./0)./1�

���
=		

*%6���)*���+,-"9

 6
...                                            (3.11’) 

 

As 0<θ<1, than the partial derivative expressed by (3.10’) is higher than that 

presented by (3.11’). In other words, the elasticity of administrative inputs for 

pensioners is bigger than the elasticity for active workers.  

4. Empirical results 

A cost function of two outputs (participants and assets) is assumed in this 

section of econometrical tests as expressed in equation (4.1). The subscript i refers to 

CPF and t to time. Following the tradition of empirical studies made in the 

international literature on the subject, control variables were added and they are 

represented by X in (4.1). Control variables will be described in the following 

paragraphs of this section.  

 

:;��<�	� = 	=� + =( ln�@�AB<�� + =4 ln���CDE<�� + =F�<� + !<�...                      (4.1) 

 

The occurrence of economies of scale is verified if and only if the sum of αo 

and α1 is less than one. This means that total administrative cost grows less than 

proportionally for both participants and assets.  

Assuming the existence of two products brings some benefits. Firstly, it 

makes it possible to identify the marginal effect of each variable. Secondly, it reduces 

the probability of variable omission bias. As it is expected that CPFs with more 

participants also have more assets, the omission of one of these variables tends to 

overestimate the marginal impact of the adopted independent variable on 

administrative cost.  

Regarding control variables,4 it is assumed that a CPF with a bigger ratio of 

pensioners to total quantity of participants tends to present a higher administrative 

                                                      
4
 Econometric models were run without control variables. All of them supported the 

existence of economies of scale. However, the elasticity for assets was bigger and for 

participants smaller in models without control variables. 
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cost due to reasons explained in the theoretical model, which are bigger demand on 

customer services, judicial demands, benefit processing etc. As shown in the 

theoretical model, one can interpret an increase in the total share of pensioners as a 

loss in economies of scale. Alternatively, if active workers and pensioners are 

considered as distinct products, then this control variable can be regarded as an 

indicator of economies of scope.5 By this interpretation, evidence of economies of 

scope is supported if elasticity is smaller than 1. For these reasons, the control 

variable of the natural logarithm of the ratio of pensioner to total participants was 

added.    

It was also tested if public sponsorship of a CPF shows a higher 

administrative cost compared to private sponsorship or to a CPF that only affiliates 

members of a specific union. To this end, two dummies were added to reflect this 

different source of sponsorship.  

Finally, as a way to investigate economies of scope –whether it is cheaper for 

one CPF to offer different pension plans to different firms or whether it is cheaper for 

each firm to establish its own CPF with its own specific plan-, the total quantity of 

plans and total quantity of sponsors for each CPF were considered as control 

variables. If the hypothesis of economies of scope is true, then the increase in 

administrative cost would be a consequence of the growth of participants and assets as 

a new plan is incorporated in the same CPF. It is not the consequence of offering 

another pension plan. 

The database formed an unbalanced panel for 283 CPFs in the years of 2010 

and 2011. Econometric models with both fixed and random effects were run as well 

as a stochastic frontier cost function (SF). SF considered three different cost 

functions: (i) in the format of equation (4.1) where the values of total quantity of 

plans and sponsors were taken at their absolute values; (ii) a transformation in (4.1) 

where the variables quantity of plans and sponsors were considered in logarithmic 

scale, making it closer to a Cobb-Douglas and the usual analysis in SF; and (iii) a 

                                                      
5
 Although theoretically possible, considering pensioners and active workers as 

distinct products implies a counterintuitive degree of specialization because the 

objective of a CPF is to accumulate assets during the working time that will be spent 

in the benefit phase. Making an analogy, it resembles a restaurant that charges meal 

and rental of cutlery separately or a school that segments the services of teaching 

and correcting exams.    
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translog for capturing the many interactions among variables.6 Results found in all 

models complement each other, which shows the robustness to different techniques 

and functional formats. All of them displayed a marked economy of scale, which was 

most significant in the panel involving fixed effects.  

Considering the panel data econometrics, there are motivations for the use of 

the random effects model in the present article. Firstly, there are characteristics of 

CPFs that are time-invariant - such as the difference between private and public 

sponsorship-, but that influence administrative cost and that need a proper 

investigation. For instance, Brazilian law imposes stricter conditions on public CPFs 

than on their private counterparts. These institutional and time-invariant features seem 

to be more relevant to the determination of administrative cost than the strictly 

individual profile of a specific CPF. Secondly, as it was not possible to identify the 

variation in the number of plans and sponsors in the biennium, it would not be 

feasible to test economies of scope with fixed effects. Thirdly, as the time in the 

database is just two years, there is no specific interest in analyzing the impact of time-

changing variables.  

Even so, it is necessary to compare the results of the fixed effects model 

against the random effects model in order to check the impact of the individual profile 

over the institutional one. The capacity to filter the non-observable individual 

characteristics is one advantage of the fixed effects model. Despite the preference for 

the random effects model due to the possibility of estimating the marginal impact of 

time-unchanging variables, the fixed effects model presented even stronger 

economies of scale than the random one.  

Statistical evidence favored fixed effect model as the Hausman test has a χ
2 

of 62.5.  Statistics F and t for the year dummy variable indicated a probability of 

18.2% for the non-rejection of the hypothesis that the temporal dummy was equal to 

zero.7 For this reason, the model with dummies for years is not shown.  

Table 5. Estimate of the regression of administrative costs on the 

characteristics of CPFs. Standard Errors in parenthesis.  

                                                      
6
 As it is impossible to run a translogarithmic SF in an unbalanced panel of one 

biennium, this model considered solely the CPFs which were present in both years. 

For that reason, the total number of CPFs in the translog SF was reduced from 283 to 

265. 
7
 As there are only two years in this panel, statistics t and F have the same value.  
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 Dependent variable = ln (Administrative cost) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Participants (ln) 0.205*  

(0.030) 
0.174* 
(0.040) 

-0.077*** 
(0.095) 

0.179* 
(0.038) 

0.177* 
(0.039) 

Assets (ln in BRL deflated by 
IGP-DI) 

0.441*  
(0.029) 

0.435* 
(0.038) 

0.198* 
(0.100) 

0.436* 
(0.037) 

0.437* 
(0.037) 

Ratio Pensioners/Active 
Workers (ln) 

0.131** 
(0.017) 

0.108** 
(0.022) 

-0.058 
(0.059) 

0.111** 
(0.021) 

0.110** 
(0.021) 

Private Sponsorship Dummy -0.616* * 
(0.056) 

-0.665** 
(0.080) 

N.A. -0.659** 
(0.076) 

-0.659** 
(0.076) 

Union Specific Participants 
Dummy 

-0.218 
 (0.134) 

-0.326 
(0.188) 

N.A. -0.310 
(0.179) 

-0.308 
(0.179) 

Number of plans in a CPF 0.004 
(0.003) 

0.005 
(0.004) 

N.A. 0.005 
(0.004) 

0.005 
(0.004) 

Number of sponsors of a CPF  0.003 
(0.002) 

0.003 
(0.002) 

N.A. 0.003 
 
(0.002) 

0.003 
 
(0.002) 

Constant 4.943** 
(0.393) 

5.331** 
(0.533) 

11.479** 
(1.585) 

2.579 
(10.699) 

2.710** 
(1.282) 

Number of CPFs 283 283 283 283 283 
R2 0.8346a 0.8336b 0.525b N.A. N.A. 
Notes:  
Model 1: Ordinary Least Square (OLS) 
Model 2: Panel GLS using random effects 
Model 3: Panel fixed effects 
Model 4: SF cost with time-unvarying efficiency  
Model 5: SF cost with time-varying efficiency.  
a: Adjusted R2 equal to 0.8325 
b: Overall R2 
N.A.: Non-applicable 
* Coefficient statistically different from 0 and 1 at 5% level. 
** Coefficient statistically significant at 5% level. 
*** Coefficient statistically non-different than 0, but different from 1 at 5% level.  

 
At first glance, ordinary least square (OLS) -model 1 from the table above- 

and the generalized least square (GLS) for the panel data involving random effects –

model 2 in the table above- showed quite similar results in qualitative terms. 

However, the Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects 

achieved a χ2 equal to 212.5. For that reason, the following comments will be based in 

the panel model. 

Economy of scale regarding participants showed itself to be marked in the 

Brazilian case. The random effects panel estimated 0.17 elasticity. By comparison, the 

lowest value shown in international literature was 0.4 for the Australian case as 

reported in Bateman & Mitchell (2004). However, the estimated elasticity for assets 

of 0.44 is comparable to the values found in similar international studies. Evidence in 

favor of economies of scale was even stronger in the fixed effect model for both 

outputs (participants and assets) as the coefficients were smaller than those obtained 

via random effects model.   
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Privately sponsored CPFs showed a negative and statistically significant 

coefficient for their dummy variable at 5% level. Considering this dummy coefficient 

as a reducer of the constant of the equation, one can conclude that the privately 

sponsored constant is 12% lower than the publicly sponsored. Although it is possible 

to affirm that privately sponsored CPFs are cheaper than the publicly sponsored, it is 

not possible to identify the cause for this difference. It can be derived either from an 

intrinsic inefficiency of the public sector or from stricter rules that publicly sponsored 

CPFs must obey.        

This dummy variable shows the potential of the complementariness of a 

fixed and random effects model. Even if the fixed effects model shows the relevance 

of idiosyncratic characteristics of the CPF, the random effects model shows that one 

of these characteristics is whether the sponsorship is private or public.  One possible 

conclusion from the fixed effects model is that cost structure is strongly influenced by 

elements that are fixed, quasi-fixed or sunk, and that the marginal cost is insensitive 

to the inclusion of new participants but slightly sensitive to accumulated assets.  

The dominance of idiosyncrasy in cost determination may lead to 

questioning the influence of regulation on such a result. One hypothesis can be the 

inadequate incentives created by legislation which imposes ceilings on administrative 

rates. As the regulation on administrative costs is based solely in these caps, it is quite 

possible that some CPFs increase their cost up to the upper limit authorized by the 

legislation, that is, legislation encourages some CPFs to rent-seek and not to transfer 

gains of scale to participants. On the other hand, other CPFs –due to transparency, 

good governance, surveillance from participants, etc- transfer the gains of scale to 

participants. Anyway, it is not possible to identify rent-seeking effects with the data 

available. Nevertheless, it is recommended that regulators search for examples of 

good practice regarding administrative costs.  

Dummies for union-specific CPFs are not statically significant at 5% level. 

So, there is no way in establishing differences between a publicly sponsored and a 

union-specific CPF. 

Finally, evidence from economies of scope was significant. Semi-elasticity 

of administrative costs either for number of plans or for number of sponsors were 

close to zero and were statistically insignificant at 5% level, which means that there is 

little impact on the administrative cost of the creation of a new plan or of the 

inclusion of a new sponsor. These results are stated considering all other variables as 
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constants, as is usual in econometrics. What has been affirmed is that the mere 

inclusion of a new plan or of a new sponsor will bring a statically insignificant effect 

on cost, but as outputs –total assets and participants- grow, total administrative costs 

will go up as well.   

Estimates of SF cost function showed robustness of the results to different 

statistical specifications. The basic distinction between conventional econometrics 

and SF is that while the latter considers the format of the cost curve for the most 

efficient units, the former estimates the curve for the average behavior of the group.  

In order to check how results change due only to different specifications in 

SF, the format of equation (4.1) was maintained as it was specified in models 1 (OLS) 

and 2 (panel using random effects).   

Error distribution in models 4 and 5 is normal/truncated normal. The 

difference between these models is while the fourth assumes time-invariant 

efficiency; the fifth supposes exponential evolution of efficiency. Both models show 

similar results, as was expected since the panel has just two periods. For that reason, it 

is difficult to find differences in the efficiency pattern in such a short period of time. 

The fact that the parameter of temporal evolution of efficiency in model 5 is not 

distinct from zero confirms the constancy of efficiency over time. 

A pertinent observation is the similarity of the coefficients from SF of 

models 4 and 5 to both coefficients of OLS (model 1) and panel using random effects 

(model 2) as observed in Table 5. Only the constant of cost function exhibited a 

significantly different value by comparing SF to other models. In other words, the 

shapes of the cost curves regarding the partial derivatives either of the average profile 

of CPFs or of the most efficient units are quite similar to one another. SF just moved 

the cost function found in traditional econometrics downwards; this means that 

potential gains from scale are similar both in the average profile and in the most 

efficient units. Differences between most and least efficient units are not explained by 

scale. Comparison of the results shows the robustness of the model to different 

specifications.  

One possible criticism of models 4 and 5 is the treatment of two variables –

quantity of plans and quantity of sponsors- in absolute values, not in logarithmic 

scale. Indeed, models 4 and 5 were developed solely for checking sensitivity of results 

due to a change from panel data econometrics to SF. Models 6 and 7 treated all 

variables in logarithmic scale –except the dummies- as is done in conventional SF. 
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Besides, characteristics of models 4 and 5 remain: error distribution is 

normal/truncated normal, model 6 presents a time unvarying efficiency and model 7 

assumes an exponential evolution of efficiency. Results are shown in the table below. 

Table 6–Estimate of a Stochastic Cost Frontier of CPFs using a Cobb-Douglas function. Standard 
Errors in parenthesis. 
 Dependent variable = ln (Administrative cost) 
 Model 6 Model 7 
Participants (ln) 0.114* 

(0.040) 
0.112* 
(0.040) 

Assets (ln in BRL deflated by 
IGP-DI) 

0.447* 
(0.037) 

0.449* 
(0.037) 
 

Ratio Pensioners/Active 
Workers (ln) 

0.089* 
(0.021) 
 

0.088* 
(0.021) 

Private Sponsorship Dummy -0.693** 
(0.078) 

-0.694** 
(0.078) 

Union-Specific Participants 
Dummy 

-0.306 
(0.178) 

-0.305 
(0.178) 

Number of plans (ln) in a CPF 0.188* 
(0.045) 

0.188* 
(0.045) 

Number of sponsors (ln) of a 
CPF  

0.066 
(0.035) 

0.066 
(0.034) 

Constant 2.613 
(18.953) 

2.750 
(1.659) 

Number of CPFs 283 283 
Notes:  
Model 6: Stochastic cost frontier using unvarying efficiency over time and Cobb-Douglas function  
Model 7: Stochastic cost frontier using varying efficiency over time and Cobb-Douglas function  
*: Coefficient statistically different from 0 and 1 at 5% level. 
**: Coefficient statistically significant at 5% level. 

 

Changing the SF format to Cobb-Douglas function did not alter results 

substantially, except for the number of plans whose coefficient became different from 

zero at 5% level. However, since the value of this coefficient is considerably smaller 

than one, an increase in the number of plans brings a less than proportional growth in 

administrative cost, indicating the occurrence of economies of scope.   

The conclusion that the greatest change promoted by SF is that the decrease 

in constant value is maintained, this means that the values of partial derivatives are 

close to those found in OLS and panel using random effects. Most efficient and 

average CPFs have cost curves of the same shape, although the latter curve is above 

the former. 

The parameter for temporal evolution of efficiency was not statistically 

distinct from zero at 5% level as in previous models. This is an expected result since 

the time length is restricted to a biennium.  
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Translog cost function was also used for demonstrating the robustness and 

flexibility of economies of scale hypothesis in Brazilian CPFs.8 Differently from 

equation (4.1), translog functions capture the impact of iterations (one by one) among 

independent variables. For this paper, equation (4.1) is transformed into: 
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Where ��	is the natural logarithm of each independent variable of equation 

(4.1) except for dummies. If �� is a dummy, then ��	is the value of the dummy. 

There is no sense in estimating parameter =�� if variable n is a dummy because the 

dummy multiplied by itself is the dummy itself. The significant number of iterations 

among independent variables implies that the number of parameters to be estimated in 

(4.2) is very big. 

Due to translog format, the elasticity differs at each point of estimation. In 

order to overcome this limitation and to present a synthesis statistic, it is usual to 

calculate the elasticity for the average value of the data as suggested by Greene 

(2012) and Coelli et al. (2005). By this technic, the elasticity of administrative cost for 

assets was 0.541 and for participants it reached 0.069. Despite differences in values 

comparing models 1 to 7, all results point to the occurrence of economies of scale. 

Translog increased the elasticity of assets from 0.44 to 0.54; however, elasticity for 

participants fell from a range of 0.11-0.18 to 0.07. In other words, elasticity of scale –

which is the sum of both partial derivatives- was 0.61 in translog SF, a value close to 

those found in models 1 to 7 where elasticities were from 0.56 to 0.64. In sum, results 

of economies of scale for Brazilian CPFs were robust to different function formats 

and to statistical techniques.9  

                                                      
8
 Another innovation of this paper is that it is the first empirical study regarding 

economies of scale of CPFs to introduce the flexible format of a translog function.  
9
 One can question the favorable evidence on economies of scale on the basis that if 

this fact were true then the sector would have already taken advantage of 

economies of scale and –consequently- would have already passed through a 

consolidation process that would lead to a natural monopoly. There is a set of 

counterarguments for this reasoning. Institutionally speaking, many CPFs are non-

profitable. Secondly, a full consolidation process would imply loss of autonomy in 

management and in plan design from the perspective of participants and sponsors. 
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5. Normative Implications 

Evidence in favor of economies of scale shows the difficulty for a small firm 

to create its own CPF. At first glance, this fact can be seen as an impediment to 

expanding complementary pensions. However, economies of scope show that a policy 

for fostering the sector is viable.  

On the one hand, the existence of few CPFs allow a better exploitation of 

scale as average administrative cost would decrease, which implies that merging 

would bring a more efficient scale of operation. On the other hand, low marginal cost 

for either creating a new pension plan or bringing a new sponsor to an existing CPF 

make the expansion of complementary pension to small business feasible. 

Prescribed policy is to stimulate medium and small businesses to join the 

CPFs of bigger enterprises. Free association among different firms is recommended, 

either to create a new plan or join an existing one. Benefits to the sector would be 

twofold. Firstly, large size would bring economies of scale. Secondly, competition 

among big CPFs for getting small and medium business sponsors would transfer the 

gains of scale to the employees of these small and medium firms. A non-competitive 

environment would make big CPFs absorb gains of scale for themselves, rather than 

transferring these to other participants and sponsors. Competition would be amplified 

if banks and insurance companies could offer pension plans to small and medium 

businesses. Another potential source of cost reduction is the shared management of 

assets and administrative activities. 

Regarding the expansion of complementary pensions to public employees, 

favorable evidence on economies of scale and scope suggests that federal government 

and big states could create multi-sponsored CPFs as an instrument for making the 

affiliation of small states and local governments possible.  

The social benefit of complementary pension growth is the relief on public 

expenditure on pensions and –consequently- the possibility of lowering the tax burden 

and allocating public resources to other priorities. From an intra-family perspective, 

offspring would need to allocate a lower amount of resources to their parents.  

                                                                                                                                                        

Thirdly, from a normative point of view, it is not recommendable to abolish 

competition and turn the sector into a monopoly. Finally, although there is empirical 

evidence favoring the presence of economies of scale, as yet no such consolidation 

processes have been seen anywhere.  
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One relevant normative point regards the imposition of a minimum number 

of participants in order for a CPF to be legal. Currently in Brazil, this requirement 

applies only to union-specific CPFs, which are required to have at least 500 

participants at the moment of their creation. A CPF is not obliged to close down if the 

total number of participants gets smaller than this minimum as time goes by.  

Besides economies of scale, one argument favoring the imposition of 

minimum membership is risk mitigation among participants. This is particularly true 

for invalidity and survivor benefit. As a radical example, one CPF with 50 

participants can be insolvent if a fatal accident kills five of them. Analogously, a CPF 

can accumulate a huge amount of unnecessary contingency provision if no participant 

is disabled. Generally speaking, the law of large numbers affirms that it is necessary 

to have a large number of participants for the convergence of the expected value of 

the average to its true average. On the opposite side of the argument, there is the point 

that government imposition limits liberties. Following this reasoning, it is up to 

individuals –and not the responsibility of a paternalistic government - to establish the 

best for themselves. These theses and antitheses leave the debate open. One possible 

synthesis is letting the regulator make it clear and transparent to sponsors and 

participants about the costs of small CPFs without making a minimum size into a 

legal imposition.   

One caveat is that huge CPFs can generate the “too big to fail” advocacy, 

which is often employed in order to legitimize transfers from the whole society to one 

specific sector if the latter gets in trouble. Although it is impossible to eliminate this 

risk – the 2008 crisis is a concrete example for the banking sector - good regulation 

and appropriate governance can minimize it.  

It is natural that the decision of small firms or local governments to join an 

existing CPF goes beyond cost considerations. Gains of scale and scope should be put 

against the loss of autonomy in management and the limitations in defining a pension 

plan that is more suitable for both employees and sponsor.  

6. Conclusions 

This paper found the occurrence of economies of scale and scope in 

Brazilian complementary pensions using econometric tests and descriptive statistics. 

Economies of scale mean a reduction in average administrative costs as the product 

increases. Economies of scope happen if the cost of producing two different outputs 

in two firms is greater than producing them in one sole unit. Since the purpose of this 
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paper is to apply these concepts to Brazilian CPFs, scale economies signify that 

administrative cost grows less than proportionally to participants and assets. Economy 

of scope conveys the idea that offering a new plan or admitting new sponsors for an 

existing CPF will be less costly than creating a new CPF. 

The literature review backs both the presence of scale economies –although 

no study was done on economies of scope- and the format of a two-outputs cost 

function. This perspective was replicated in the theoretical model and in the 

econometric tests of this article. Descriptive statistics pointed to economies of scale, 

and the econometrics was robust enough to corroborate the hypotheses on economies 

of scale and scope in Brazilian CPFs.  

A focus on efficiency via reduction in administrative costs is supported 

because it is a way of either increasing retirement benefits or reducing the necessary 

amount of contributions for pensions. Exploiting cost reductions can be an efficient 

way to increase coverage of complementary pensions in Brazil.   
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